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An Effective Synchronization Network for
Hot-Spot Accesses

WILLIAM TSUN-YUK HSU and PEN-CHUNG YEW

Center for Supercomputing Research and Development

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

In large multiprocessor systems, fast synchronization is crucial for high performance. However,

synchronization traffic tends to create “hot-spots” in shared memory and cause network conges-

tion. Multistage shuffle-exchange networks have been proposed and built to handle synchroniza-

tion traffic. Software combining schemes have also been proposed to relieve network congestion

caused by hot-spots. However, multistage combining networks could be very expensive and

software combining could be very slow.

In this paper, we propose a single-stage combining network to handle synchronization traffic,

which is separated from the regular memory traffic. A single-stage combining network has

several advantages: (1) it is attractive from an implementation perspective because only one

stage is needed (instead of log N stages); (2) Only one network is needed to handle both forward

and returning requests; (3) combined requests are distributed evenly through the network—the

wait buffer size is reduced; and (4) fast-finishing algorithms [30] can be used to shorten the

network delay.

Because of all these advantages, we show that a single-stage combining network gives good

performance at a lower cost than a multistage combining network.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C. 1.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Multiple Data

Stream Architectures (Multiprocessors) —intercormection architectures; D.4 [Operating Sys-
tems]: Process Management—synchronization

General Terms: Design, Performance

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Hot spots, memory traffic, parallel processing

1. INTRODUCTION

In [21], Pfister and Norton identified hot-spots, a problematic type of multi-

processor memory access, wherein a large number of processors try to access
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one (or a few) memory modules. These memory modules may contain syn-

chronization variables resulting from barriers, self-scheduling, parallel queue

accesses, basic operating system (OS) functions, or other shared data struc-

tures. Hot-spot accesses are extremely detrimental to system performance.

Even memory traffic not directed at the hot-spots can be seriously obstructed.

This is the “tree saturation” effect described in [21].

Several types of specialized hardware have been proposed for handling

hot-spot accesses. A cheap solution is a synchronization bus, as in the Alliant

FX family of multiprocessors. However, bus structures cannot be scaled up

for large systems. Let N be the number of processors, and n = log IV. If all

processors have to gain access to a lock, O(N 2) cycles are required: the first

processor gets the lock, and the other N – 1 processors take 0( IV) cycles to

discover that the lock is not available. The process repeats 0( IV) times before

each processor can successfully access the lock once.

A more sophisticated and general solution was proposed by the IBM RP3

group [21]. A noncombining Omega network handled non-hot-spot requests,

and a multistage network with special hardware combined simultaneous

hot-spot requests. (The combining network was not built for the RP3 proto-

type. ) Combining networks were originally proposed by the NYU Ultracom-

puter project [6], for combining fetch-and-op instructions.

Some tree-structured hardware has also been proposed for combining

hot-spot accesses. Special hardware of this type tends to be too rigid and

difficult to use in an environment with process migration or multiprogram-

ming, or when only some of the processors are involved in the synchroniza-

tion. Lipovski and Vaughan’s fetch-and-op tree [16], for example, is only

capable of combining simultaneous accesses to a single hot-spot. It is more

suitable for SIMD machines. Other hardware schemes have been proposed

for barrier synchronization, such as [2] and [10], but they are not flexible

enough to handle traffic to memory hot-spots. Feedback has been proposed by

Scott and Sohi [25] for avoiding tree saturation, but it does not improve the

latency of hot-spot accesses and is not a substitute for combining. Similarly,

the intelligent allocation of hardware switch buffers (for example, [28])
relieves congestion, but does not address the problem of high-latency hot-spot

accesses.

Some software techniques have been proposed for removing hot-spots (for

example, [31] and [3]). However, software schemes incur a fair amount of

overhead. A basic OS operation often requires several hot-spot accesses, and

software techniques may not provide the necessary speed. Also, certain

compiler optimization techniques (gee, for example, cycle shrinking in [23])
are only effective if fast synchronization primitives are available. Mellor-

Crummey and Scott [18] introduced efficient algorithms for synchronization,

but these are not applicable to dancehall shared-memory machines.

While multistage combining networks are fast and scalable, they are quite

expensive [2 I]. We propose using a single-stage shuffle-exchange combining
network as a compromise between an expensive multistage combining net-

work and a sophisticated synchronization bus. We can use such a network

just for handling hot-spot traffic. Regular memory traffic will go through a

ACM TransactIons on Computer Systems, Vol. 10, No. 3, August 1992
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synchronization network

single-stage shuffle-exchange (WE)

/

Fig. 1. Shared memo~system with synchronization network; 4processors (PO-3 ),4 memories

(MO-3).

noncombining high-bandwidth network (such as an Omega network, as in

RP3). Our goal is to target hot-spot accesses from synchronization, schedul-

ing, etc., that are easily identifiable, and reduce the latency of these accesses

by utilizing specialized (but flexible) hardware of a reasonable cost. Unidenti-

fied hot-spots may also result from poor programming practices or bugs, and

multiprogramming introduces other potential difficulties, but the treatment

of such problems is beyond the scope of this paper.

The single-stage shuffle-exchange (SSE) network is constructed from 2 X 2

crossbar switches [26]. Figure 1 shows an SSE network with 8 ports used as a

synchronization network for a multiprocessor system. The interconnection

pattern is determined thus (Q = number of ports, log Q = w): port

PW-IPU-2 . . . P. is connected to P.-2. ..pop. -I and P.-2” .“pO~y-D ‘here

Pw-l . . . p ~ P. is the binary expansion of the port number. A switch m the
SSE network would have p.- ~.. . PIP. and 3..1 . . . PIPO as its but% and

PL,-2 . . . PoPti-1 and Pti-z... P. F.-1 as its outputs.
We use a unidirectional SSE of size Q = 2 N for N processors. Processors

are at the even-numbered ports and memories at the odd-numbered ports.

Using an SSE for combining has many cost and performance advantages. A

unidirectional SSE has fewer stages than an Omega network. It is also

attractive from the packaging perspective. In a large network, the cables
between network stages are a major part of the system cost. The single stage

of the SSE can avoid these problems. Special routing algorithms [30] can be

used to reduce average message distance. Combined packets can be evenly

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 10, No. 3, August 1992.
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distributed through the network, and small wait buffers are sufficient for

good performance.

In Section 2, we briefly discuss combining hardware for Omega networks,

and give details on enhancing an SSE with combining hardware. We present

barrier benchmarks and performance measurements in Section 3, and com-

pare the relative speeds of software barriers, an SSE network with combining

hardware, and a combining Omega network. In Section 4, the performance of

parallel queues on various networks is examined. Conclusions are drawn in

Section 5.

2. COMBINING HARDWARE FOR THE OMEGA AND SSE

Combining relieves hot-spot congestion by removing packets from the net-

work, thus reducing the traffic directed to a hot memory. Suppose a hot-spot

request P2 arrives at a queue and finds another request PI to the same

hot-spot in the queue. Special combining hardware will make the necessary

changes to packet Pl, and save packet P2 in a wait buffer. P2 is removed

from the network and only PI continues on its way to memory. PI may

combine again with other different packets. When P1 returns to the switch

containing P2, it is matched against the contents of the wait buffer. It

“recombines” with P2, i.e., P2 is removed from the wait buffer, and returns to

a queue in the switch. P 1 and P2 eventually return to their respective

processors. Typical designs for combining switches for (bidirectional) Omega

networks can be found in [5].

Consider an SSE network using 2 X 2 switches with combining\ decombin-

ing hardware, as shown in Figure 2. A 4-slot queue is associated with each

input port. Each switch contains a wait buffer for storing combined packets.

Each queue may receive a message from the wait buffer, or from the network

interface buffer associated with the input queue. Packet routing in the

network uses standard techniques designed for the noncombining SSE net-

work. In an SSE, it is sometimes possible for a packet to take less than the

maximum log N hops to reach its destination. Reduced-distance routing can

be performed on the fly: a packet at an intermediate switch can determine

the shortest route to its destination by matching contiguous bits of the switch

address with corresponding bits in its destination address. If a match is

found, unnecessary hops can be avoided. This is very similar to the routing on

a hypercube and is called the fast-finishing algorithm [30].

2.1 Placement of Combined Packets

In an SSE, a packet PI traveling from source S to destination D may not go

through the same switches when it returns from destination D to source S.

Consider the routing algorithm of the SSE. (For this example, we will ignore

the fast-finishing algorithm for simplicity, but the same arguments apply.) At

each pass through the network, a “left-shift” is performed on the intermedi-

ate address, and an appropriate least-significant bit is shifted in. If there are
16 ports in the SSE, S = s~ SZSISO and D = d3d2 dldo, PI would travel from

s~szslso, through s2s1sod3, s1sod3d2, and sod3d2d1, to finally arrive at

ACM TransactIons on Computer Systems, Vol. 10, No. 3, August 1992
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Fig.2. 2 x 2switch for combining.

d3d2d1do. On the return trip from D to S, the path would be d3d2 dldo

through d2d1dos3, d1dos3s2, dos3s2s1, to s~szslso. For example, a packet

from 0000 to 1011 goes through 0001, 0010, and 0101, whereas the path from

1011 back to 0000 is through 0110, 1100, and 1000. If P1 combined with

another packet P2 at switch B (Pl continuing on to memory), we must

ensure that P2 is stored in the wait buffer of a switch B‘ that will eventually

be traversed by PI. There are several ways of selecting B‘. As will be seen,

we can take advantage of this characteristic to reduce the wait buffer size.
In the Ultracomputer design, the combined packet P2 is stored in switch B

where the combination takes place. When P1 returns from memory, it passes

through the same wait buffer via a separate return network, and recombines

with P2. An adaptation of this scheme is possible for the SSE network.

However, P1 may not pass through the switch B on its return path. It is

necessary to keep a counter in P1 that represents the number of packets PI

has combined with. The counter is initialized to zero. It is incremented when

P1 combines with a packet, and decremented when P1 recombines with a

packet. If P1 returns to its source S, and the counter value is not zero, then
PI needs to traverse the network again, along its original path. This will

ensure that P1 recombines with all of its packets. This scheme is referred to

as the Stationary Scheme.

A different approach is to move the combined packet P2 to a different

switch B‘, preferably one on the return path of P1 from D to S. This will

shorten the distance traversed by I?l. Again there are several ways of

selecting B‘. A straightforward choice would be to pick the last switch on

Pi’s return path to S. If P1 originates from p., - ~.. . P., B‘ is the switch with

outputs pi,, _ ~ . . . poandpto-l . . . j50. (We call this the Perambulating Scheme.)

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 10, No. 3, August 1992.
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However, when P2 arrives at B‘, the wait buffer at B‘ may be full, and P2

cannot be stored in B‘. To avoid this problem, we simply make the restriction

that a message can only combine with up to M messages, where M is the

size of the wait buffer. We also allow each processor to have only one

outstanding combinable request. This is not too restricting since, in most

synchronizations, a process will not issue a second synchronization request

before the previous one has been satisfied. In this case, even if all packets

that combine with PI are moved to B‘, B‘ never runs out of space. Other-

wise, more complex hardware and routing schemes will be needed to avoid

deadlock, as discussed in Section 2.2. Several more sophisticated schemes of

picking B‘ were tried, but we found very little performance benefit.

In the Perambulating Scheme, when P2 combines with PI at switch B, itis

simply enqueued in a network queue at B. Appropriate address fields and

tags are altered in P 2 so it will route through the network to the wait buffer

at B‘, using the same sets of hardware as uncombined packets.

As in the Stationary Scheme, it is possible that combined packets will take

a long time to reach their wait buffers, because of congestion in local areas of

the network. Hence, in the example above, P2 may reach its wait buffer after

PI has already traversed the switch and returned to its originating processor,

because P2’s path to the switch is more congested than P1’s. Hence, it maybe

necessary for PI to traverse the network again to decombine with all its

packets.

2.2 Deadlock Handling in the SSE

A basic problem with recirculating networks with finite-sized buffers is the

possibility of deadlock. Classical deadlock avoidance schemes (see, for exam-

ple, [17]) usually involve a fair amount of buffer space or a large number of

virtual network channels. They are too involved to be implemented in hard-

ware or firmware. In addition, buffer management schemes are usually

designed to avoid packet collision. This is contrary to the principle of combin-

ing, which encourages packet collision but resolves the collisions intelligently.
Since we are interested in fast hot-spot accesses, these standard deadlock

avoidance techniques are not appropriate for our environment.

A simple counter is used instead to keep track of packet movement in a

switch. If both queues in a switch have not had packets removed from them

within a certain number of cycles, it is assumed that deadlock has occurred.

The routing hardware will then forcibly misroute one of the packets from the

queues to any output port that would accept a packet. We call this forced

rnisrouting. Similar misrouting schemes have been proposed for different

purposes (for example, [22]). The routing hardware makes necessary changes

to the routing information in the packet so that it can arrive at the correct

destination. Packets that are on the first trip from their source processors to

the hot memory are never misrouted.
The enhancement is effective because it forces deadlocking packets to

relinquish network queue buffers. Note that wait buffers are not involved in

deadlock because a message can only combine with M messages, where M is

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 10, No. 3, August 1992.
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the wait buffer size. There is no situation where messages have to wait on a

full wait buffer.

We can argue that deadlock cannot occur on network queues as follows:

suppose there is a deadlock on network queues, and all attempts at misrout-

ing have failed. Assume a network queue Q1 is in the cycle of deadlocked

resources, Q1 has two destination network queues Q11 and Q12. If misrout-

ing is not possible, both Qll and Q12 must also be involved in the deadlock,

and the same for all the destination queues of Q11 and Q12. Since Q 1 can

reach all network nodes (in log IV hops), it follows that all the network

queues must be involved in the deadlock. If the total number of packets is

smaller than the amount of buffer space in the network, misrouting is always

possible. Deadlock cannot occur in this situation.

2.3 Simulation Studies and Performance Evaluation

In all the experiments described later, we carefully simulate the actions of

processors, network switches, and memories. Processors, memories, and net-

work switches are assumed to be of the same speed. All arithmetic/logic

functions in the processors take one cycle each. All messages and their

acknowledgments consist of only one packet (including read, write, and

read-modify-write instructions.)

Processors are modeled using a combination of finite-state machines and a

pseudo-assembly language. Hardware or software actions are emulated by

stepping through a series of machine states, or by interpreting a program in

the pseudo-assembly language. Simulated processors generate and inject

messages into the network. Messages are routed through a series of queues

which are configured according to the network topology. When the messages

arrive at the memories, specific simulated memory locations are updated (if

necessary), and the messages return to their source processors through the

network. Busy-waiting is modeled in similar detail: a processor busy-waiting

on a memory location has to send a read request through the network, wait

for it to return, read the data, and poll the location again if necessary. Every

reasonable hardware action of interest is simulated in detail.

Two types of traffic are usually used in modeling hot-spot accesses: in

closed traffic, each processor is allowed only a single outstanding hot-spot

request, whereas in open traffic, each processor can have any number of

outstanding hot-spot requests. Closed traffic is more realistic in most syn-

chronization and OS operations, although most previous work on hot-spot

traffic (such as [21] and [15]) has focused on open traffic.

Performance evaluation of combining networks has mostly focused on

abstract probabilistic mdoels. We have chosen a benchmarking approach in

an effort to approximate real environments more closely. We examine two

types of significantly different applications which involve hot-spot accesses:

barriers and queues. These two applications are sufficiently different to test

many aspects of the combining networks. In barriers, order of access is

important because the last processor to enter the barrier has to be the first to
exit. The concern is with the finishing time. We use barriers as an extreme

environment to tax the capabilities of combining networks. Cheap barrier

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 10, No. 3, August 1992.
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hardware has been proposed, for example [2] and [10], but combining net-

works can handle all hot-spot accesses, not just barriers. We also use several

well-defined software barrier schemes for performance comparisons. In paral-

lel queues, processors issue continuous streams of accesses to several hot-

spots, and the interesting measure is the average access time to the parallel

queue. In both applications, it is sufficient to restrict processors to one

outstanding hot-spot request.

We first simulated the network described in Section 2 and measured its

performance under the closed traffic model of [31]. We have omitted the

results because of lack of space. The conclusions drawn from those studies are

similar to those obtained from the benchmarking using barriers and queues.

3. BENCHMARKING THE NETWORK WITH BARRIER SYNCHRONIZATION

Barriers are used in parallel programs to ensure that all processors/processes

have arrived at a critical point before proceeding onto the next part of the

computation. We studied four barrier algorithms in our experiments. The

2-counter and counter + broadcast barriers involve hot-spot accesses. The

tree and butterfly barriers do not. We use simplified, static-scheduled ver-

sions of the tree and butterfly barriers. Appendix A contains descriptions of

the algorithms, their lower-bound performance, and relevant references.

3.1 Experimental Setup

Two barrier experiments were run on the network: (1) barrier synchroniza-

tion with all processors starting at the same cycle, and (2) barrier synchro-

nization with processors starting at random times, uniformly distributed

from 1 to N. It is difficult to obtain sets of random barrier starting times that

are representative of most parallel applications. Experiment 1 is a “worst-

case” scenario, while experiment 2 gives the performance of barrier synchro-

nization in a different environment.

The barrier algorithm used is the standard 2-counter barrier described in

[271. The finishing times are measured for various system sizes.
The finishing times of the 2-counter barrier algorithm in the SSE vary

depending on the placement of the two hot-spots. This is because the SSE

network is not symmetrical with respect to the nodes. Placing the two

counters in different shared-memory modules may have a nontrivial effect on

the finishing time. Hence, for all experiments, we made repeated trials

placing the hot-spots in different (random) memory modules. In each trial, we

measured the finishing time of one barrier synchronization, starting from the
cycle when the last processor starts to synchronize, to when the last proces-

sor receives its acknowledgment packet, confirming that it has exited from

the barrier. The finishing times were averaged over the different trials. They

are thus representative of huge samples of different hot-spot locations.

3.2 Comparing Different Versions of the SSE Network

We first ran experiments comparing the Stationary Scheme and the Peram-

bulating Scheme. All processors started to synchronize at the same time. We

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 10, No, 3, August 1992.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of different combining schemes. (1) Stationary scheme, 5-slot

wait buffers. (2) Stationary scheme, 20-slot wait buffers. (3) Perambulating scheme, s-slot Wait
buffers.

also studied the effects of different wait buffer sizes, since earlier work (for

example [15]) indicates that limited wait buffer space is an important factor

affecting the performance. Results are plotted in Figure 3.

The Stationary Scheme appears to be competitive with the Perambulating

scheme when wait buffers are large. However, it performs poorly when small

wait buffers are used. This is because when wait buffers close to the hot
memory fill up, no more combining can take place. The network starts to

exhibit behavior analogous to the “tree-saturation” observed in [21]. In this

case, it is not regular memory traffic that becomes impeded by hot-spot

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 10, No. 3, August 1992.
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requests,l but rather the return packets that use the same network. The

Perambulating Scheme is relatively insensitive to wait buffer sizes because it

is fairly effective at distributing combined packets evenly through the net-

work. This scheme is used in subsequent performance measurements.

3.3 Comparing the SSE, Omega Network, and Software Barriers

We studied the relative performance of four types of systems: barrier syn-

chronization with no hardware or software enhancements (as represented by

the first two barrier algorithms with hot-spots), barrier synchronization with

hot-spot-free software algorithms (as represented by the tree and the butter-

fly algorithms), barrier synchronization using the combining SSE network,

and barrier synchronization using the combining Omega network. Figure 4

compares the performance of the systems assuming that all processors start

to synchronize at the same time. Figure 5 assumes that processors start at

random times, and the starting times are uniformly distributed from 1 to N,

where N is the total number of processors. Finishing times are measured

from when the last processor tries to enter the barrier to when the last

processor exits. In Figures 4–5, we have not plotted the finishing times for

the 2-counter barrier and counter + broadcast barrier, for N = 512 and 1024,

because the finishing times are too large (growing linearly with the system

size).

Despite the serialization of the broadcast exist subphase, the counter +

broadcast scheme appears to perform better than the 2-counter scheme. The

finishing times of the tree and the butterfly schemes exhibit more graceful

degradation (the theoretical gradient is O((log N)2 )). The butterfly barrier is

somewhat superior because of lower overhead in address computations.

As might be expected, the hot-spot schemes perform better when starting

times are spread out. Requests from the processors are distributed over time,

and the initial hot-spot contention is less intense. The tree and the butterfly

barriers are only slightly affected by random starting times.

For small systems, the hot-spot schemes are surprisingly robust. The

crossover points are, of course, sensitive to architecture characteristics such

as the relative speed of the processors, network and memory, and the

efficiency of the processors in computing network addresses. The latter is

what causes the tree algorithm to be less efficient. However, both hot-spot

schemes rapidly deteriorate with increasing system size. For most system

sizes, the combining SSE network appears to give superior performance to

the software schemes without hardware enhancements, and the difference is

significant with large systems.

The Omega network with combining hardware always outperforms the

SSE for barriers. However, the difference in finishing times is relatively

small, and the difference in cost is very large. Cost-effectiveness is very

technology-dependent and difficult to estimate without a full hardware imple-

1 Since we assume regular traffic is in a separate network.
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Fig. 4. Performance of barrier synchronization (processors start synchronizing at the same

cycle). (1) 2-counter barrier, nohardware or software enhancements.(2) Counter-with-broadcast,
no hardware or software enhancements. (3) Tree algorithm, no hardware enhancements. (4)

Butterfly barrier, no hardware enhancements. (5) Single-stage SE network with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers. (6) Multistage Omega network with combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers.

mentation. For example, the relative cost of a combining switch and a

noncombining switch is very sensitive to the technology chosen and different

implementational approaches. We will only attempt a fairly naive cost com-

parison, counting only the cost of combining hardware. In performance

comparisons, we have also made slight simplifying approximations. The

switches for a combining SSE are more complex than the switches for a

combining Omega, and may require a slightly longer cycle time. This might
be somewhat offset by the absence of nonbarrier-related traffic in the experi-
ments involving combining Omega; in a real application, some interfering

background traffic would be expected. The cost and performance ratios

derived in this section are very rough estimates and only intended to give

some idea of the tradeoffs involved.
A combining Omega network has N log N switches, with N/2 log N sets of

wait buffers and combining hardware. A combining SSE network has N

switches, with N sets of wait buffers and combining hardware. Suppose the
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Fig. 5. Performance of barrier synchronization (processors start at random times, uniformly

distributed from 1 to N). (1) 2-counter barrier, no hardware or software enhancements. (2)

Counter-with-broadcast, no hardware or software enhancements. (3) Tree algorithm, no hard-

ware enhancements. (4) Butterfly barriers, no hardware enhancements. (5) Single-stage SE

network with combining hardware, 5-slot wait buffers. (6) Multistage Omega network with

combining hardware, 5-slot wait buffers.

cost of a switch is a, and the cost of a set of wait buffers and combining

hardware is ~, the cost ratio of the combining hardware in an Omega

network versus an SSE is

dvlogN+ /9(NIogN)/2

If we assume that a= ~, the cost ratio is 3/410giV. For example, in

Experiment 1 with N = 1024, the cost ratio of the Omega to the SSE is about

7.5, and the performance ratio (using the reciprocal of barrier finishing times)

is less than 1.2.
In Figure 6, we plot graphs of performance bounds for the various barriers.

For the software barriers, we used the bounds derived in Appendix A. For the

combining Omega network, we used the finishing times measured for ideal
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Fig. 6. Lower-bound performance of barrier algorithms (processors start synchronizing at the

same cycle). (1) 2-counter barrier, no hardware or software enhancements. (2) Counter-with-

broadcast, no hardware or software enhancements. (3) Tree algorithm, no hardware enhance-

ments. (4) Butterfly barrier, no hardware enhancements. (5) Single-stage SE network with

combining hardware, 5-slot wait buffers. (6) Multistage Omega network with combining hard-

ware, 5-slot wait buffers.

backoff (see Appendix A). In abackoff scheme, processors that have entered

the barrier early will wait before attempting to exit the barrier. This reduces

contention and usually improves performance. It is difficult to obtain perfor-

mance bounds for the SSE, so we have simply used our simulations. The
actual performance of the SSE compares well even with the optimal bounds.

For example, for N = 1024, the cost ratio of the Omega to the SSE is about
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7.5, and the performance ratio (using the reciprocal of barrier finishing times)

is about 3.8.

4. PARALLEL QUEUES

Next we compare the performance of a combining SSE, a combining Omega

network and a noncombining Omega network using parallel queue accesses.

Parallel queue accesses are sufficiently different from barriers, and will test

different aspects of the hardware.

We first implemented parallel queue inserts and deletes similar to the

algorithms outlined in [24] and [8]. For details see Appendix B. Inserts and

deletes are symmetrical, and each insert/delete involves six potential hot-spot

accesses. We only simulated the accesses to semaphores and counters that

ensure correct queue accesses, and have left out the actual data movements

to and from the queue locations. For example, for an insert, a processor would

perform all the actions that permit an insert, but not the actual data

movement that puts data into a queue location. This is because the actual

data movement is not a hot-spot access and should go through the network

for regular memory accesses. Also, the time required for the data movement

is dependent on characteristics of the application such as task grain size,

data format and so on, and it is hard to make good estimates.

Three experiments were coded: (1) each processor performs ten inserts, (2)

half of the processors perform ten inserts each, and the other half perform ten

deletes, and (3) each processor performs an insert immediately followed by a

delete, and repeats this pair of actions ten times.

For each experiment, we varied the delay time between successive actions:

(1) zero delay, (2) a delay of 100 cycles (100 cycles is approximately twice the
average access time for 16 processors with a combining Omega network), and

(3) a delay of 25 log N (a delay of 100 cycles for N = 16, scaling up with
log N). We measured the average access time of a queue operation over the

10 trials. In Experiment 1, they are inserts; in Experiment 2, they are inserts

or deletes; in Experiment 3, each is an insert followed by a delete.

From Figures 7–9, the trends are similar to those for barriers, except that

combining hardware becomes effective only at large system sizes and at small

delay times between successive operations. This is expected, as combining

hardware is not necessary if hot-spot requests are very spread out. In fact, for

small systems, an Omega network without combining hardware performs

fairly close to a combining Omega network. However, for N >256, the

Omega without combining hardware always sees the effect of hot-~pot con-

tention, even without the interference of non-hot-spot accesses, and with only

one outstanding hot-spot request per processor. The SSE matches up very

well against the combining Omega considering its lower cost. Using the same

simplifications discussed in Section 3, for N = 1024, the cost ratio of the two

networks is 7.5 while the performance ratio (using the reciprocal of the

average access times for inserts with zero delay) is about 1.5.

We also implemented an alternative parallel queue algorithm similar to

the “hqueue” described in [29]. For details see Appendix B. This algorithm
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Fig.7. Pefiormance ofparallel queues (based on[24]); allprocessors pefiorm insetis, 10 inserts

per processor (average access time per insert).

A. No delay between successive operations: (1) single-stage SE network with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (2) multistage Omega network with combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers, (3) multistage Omega network, no combining.

B. 100-cycle delay between successive operations: (4)single-stage SEnetwork with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (5) multistage Omega network with combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers, (6) multistage Omega network, no combining.

C. 2510giV-cycle delay between successive operations: (7) single-stage SE network with

combining hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (8) multistage Omega network with combining hard-

ware, 5-slot wait buffers, (9) multistage Omega network, no combining.

uses semaphores to protect queue locations, instead of Baker’s ticket scheme.

Insert is simpler, but there is extra overhead in delete. We compared the

performance of inserts (Experiment 1) on the three networks. We did not
implement delete because its performance is highly dependent on implemen-

tation details of the data structures. The relative performance of the hqueue-

like algorithm on the three networks is similar to the relative performance of

the queue algorithm from [24] (see Figure 10).
For parallel queues, we did not consider the use of software combining. In

parallel queues, accesses are not as well structured as in barriers. It is not

realistic to simplify the algorithms in [27] by using static scheduling. The
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Fig. 8. Performance ofparallel queues (based on [24]); N/2processors perform inserts, N/2

deletes, 10accesses perprocessor (average access time per insert/delete).

A. No delay between successive operations: (1) single-stage SE network with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (2) multistage Omega network with combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers, (3) multistage Omega network, no combining.

B. 100-cycle delay between successive operations: (4)single-stage SEnetwork with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (5) multistage Omega network with combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers, (6) multistage Omega network, no combining.

C. 2510g N-cycle delay between successive operations: (7) single-stage SE network with

combining hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (8) multistage Omega network with combining hard-

ware, 5-slot wait buffers, (9) multistage Omega network, no combining.

dynamic-scheduled versions of software combining algorithms are much

slower than hardware combining.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

There are many advantages tousing the SSE for request combining. AnSSE

is relatively cheaper than a multistage combining network. Fast-finishing

algorithms reduce the average message distance. Combined packets can be
distributed evenly through the network, and only small wait buffers are

needed for good performance. The fairly straightforward technique of forced

misrouting is sufficient for avoiding deadlocks in the network.
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Fig.9. Performance ofparallel queues (based on[24]); allprocessors perform aninsert followed

by a delete, 10repetitions (average access time foraninsert-delete pair).

A. No delay between successive operations: (1) single-stage SE network with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (2) multistage Omega network with combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers, (3) multistage Omega network, no combining.

B. 100-cycle delay between successive operations: (4)single-stage SEnetwork with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (5) multistage Omega network tith combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers, (6) multistage Omega network, no combining.

C. 2510g N-cycle delay between successive operations: (7) single-stage SE network with

combining hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (8) multistage Omega network with combining hard-

ware, 5-slot wait buffers, (9) multistage Omega network, no combining.

The various types of software barriers appear to perform similarly in a

multistage network environment as in a bus-oriented environment (see [l]).

The schemes with hot-spots are very sensitive to system size and processor

arrival times. The schemes with software combining degrade gracefully with

system size, and are less sensitive to variable processor arrival times.

For small systems, parallel queue accesses are reasonable without combin-

ing hardware. For large system sizes, combining hardware is necessary to

ensure reasonable and scalable access times. The exact system size where it

becomes necessary to build a combining network is highly dependent on the
characteristics of the architecture and the application programs. If the granu-

larity of the computation is large, combining hardware may not be useful
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Fig. 10. Performance of parallel queues (based on hqueue, [29] ); all processors perform inserts,

10 inserts per processor (average access time per insert).

A No delay between successive operations: (1) single-stage SE network with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (2) multistage omega network with combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers, (3) multistage Omega network, no combining.

B. 100-cycle delay between successive operations: (4) single-stage SE network with combining

hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (5) multistage Omega network with combining hardware, 5-slot

wait buffers, (6) multistage Omega network, no combining.

C. 25 log N-cycle delay between successive operations: (7) single-stage SE network with

combinnig hardware, 5-slot wait buffers, (8) multistage Omega network with combining hard-

ware, 5-slot wait buffers, (9) multistage Omega network, no combining.
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until the system size is fairly large. However, hot-spot accesses do put tight

restrictions on the granularity of computations (and hence, the performance

of an application).

In our experiments, we have assumed that all the networks have the same

cycle times. While the addition of combining hardware would slow down the

network cycle time, [5] estimates that the increase is only 10 to 20’%. Hence,

the relative performance of the systems we measured should not change

much.

In conclusion, it appears that the SSE network can give improved perfor-

mance for hot-spot accesses, at a reasonable cost. In environments where fast

hot-spot access is necessary, it appears that a combining SSE network is a

worthwhile investment.

APPENDIX A: BARRIER ALGORITHMS

Most barriers can be divided into two phases. In the entry phase, processors

“check-in” to the barrier by updating a data structure. The last processor to

check-in initiates the exit phase, in which all processors waiting at the

barrier are informed that they can proceed with the rest of the computation.

One of the simplest barrier implementations is a 2-counter barrier de-

scribed in [27]. There are two counters: A controls the entry phase and is

initialized to N (the number of processors) and B controls the exit phase and

is initialized to zero. Processors check-in by performing fetch & (A, – 1).The

processor that reads a value of 1 for A is the last processor to check-in; it

sends a message updating B to N – 1. It also reinitializes A. Meanwhile all

other processors are polling B, waiting for the value of B to become nonzero.

Once B becomes nonzero, the processors are free to exit the barrier. A lower

bound for finishing time for the 2-counter barrier is 2*(2 log N + N + 2),

assuming all processors enter the barrier at the same cycle; in the entry

phase, the last processor to enter takes one cycle to inject a message into the

network, log N network latency, N – 1 cycles waiting at the memory for

other processors, one cycle memory delay, log N network latency back to the

processor, and one cycle for retrieval by the last processor to exit. (The

argument for the exit phase is similar.)

A variation is a counter + broadcast barrier (similar algorithms can be

found in [l]). The entry phase is identical to that of the 2-counter barrier. In

the exit phase, the last processor to enter sets individual flags (stored in

shared memory) for all the other processors. Upon entering the barrier, each

processor will poll its own flag to determine when it is permitted to exit the

barrier. A lower bound for finishing time for the counter + broadcast barrier

is also 2*(2 log N + N + 2), assuming all processors enter the barrier at the

same cycle; the entry phase is identical to the 2-counter barrier, and in the

exit phase, the last processor to enter takes 1 cycle to inject the first

broadcast message into the network, N – 1 cycles to inject all the broadcast

messages, log N network latency, one cycle memory delay, log N network

latency and one cycle retrieval by the last processor to exit.
Both the 2-counter and counter + broadcast barriers involve hot-spot ac-

cesses (the counters that control the entry and exit phases are hot-spots). We
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also examine two hot-spot-free barriers. The tree barrier avoids hot-spots by

replacing each hot-spot with a tree of synchronization variables. The version

used in our experiments is a static-scheduled version of the software synchro-

nization tree of [31] and [27]. The butterfly barrier [3] combines entry and

exit phases into a structure similar to an FFT butterfly. We also implement a

static-scheduled version of the butterfly barrier for our experiments. The

simplified tree and butterfly barriers, being static scheduled, are faster and

generate more efficient memory traffic than their (more flexible and realistic)

dynamic-scheduled counterparts.

A lower bound for tree barrier performance is (2 log N )(2 log N + 4); in the

entry phase, the last processor to enter makes log N accesses, each access

taking 1 + log N + 2 + log N + 1 cycles because of a memory conflict (two

processors share a synchronization variable in each stage). The exit phase is

similar. A lower bound for butterfly barrier performance is (2 log N )(2 log N

+ 3); there are log N stages in the FDFT butterfly, and two accesses per

stage.

For the combining Omega and SSE networks, we used only the 2-counter

barrier (since the combining hardware is being used to alleviate hot-spot

congestion). For the noncombining Omega network, we studied the perfor-

mance of all four barriers. Actual implementation details of the barriers can

be found in [9]. The performance bounds derived for the barriers ignore

network contention and software overhead, and, as such, are very optimistic.

Some work has been done on the use of “backoff’ schemes in barriers (see,

for example, [11] and [12]). In the 2-counter barrier, a backoff scheme would

require processors entering the barrier to wait a certain amount of time

before polling the counter B that controls the exit phase. The idea behind

this is to avoid competition for accessing B, so the last processor to enter can

update B without undue delay. There are difficulties with backoff schemes

for barriers. It is difficult to predict the arrival time distribution of processors

at barriers, and a reasonable backoff time is not easy to estimate. A short

backoff time is not very useful, while an overlong backoff time results in

unnecessarily long completion times which would be disastrous in time-criti-

cal applications.

We have studied backoff schemes briefly for combining networks. Backoff

does not seem to have much effect on the SSE. We implemented “ideal

backoff” for the combining Omega, i.e., all processors are idle after the entry

phase until they are “magically” told the optimal time to access the exit

counter. We have included data for ideal backoff as an optimal performance

bound for combining Omega networks. We emphasize that ideal backoff
cannot be approached in practice.

APPENDIX B: PARALLEL QUEUE ALGORITHMS

For all systems measured, the queue algorithms were “hardcoded” as finite-

state machines. The first queue algorithm we implemented was based on [24]
and [8]. The queue is finite-length and is implemented as a circular array of

cells. Each processor gets a Bakery algorithm “ticket” for the requested queue
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location. Qu and ql keep upper and lower bounds on the number of elements

in the queue. Q[ ] is the circular array of queue locations. C[ ] is an array of

counters that controls access to individual queue locations. Qu, ql, head (head
of queue), tail (tail of queue), q[ ] and C[ ] are shared variables. Initially,

qu=ql=head =tail=c[]=O.

Procedure INSERT

1“ wait until queue not full * /
O: if qu < qsize then fetch& +(qu,l); goto 1 /* atomic read-modify-write ‘ /
1: wait for response; if unsuccessful access, goto O, else goto 2
/“ get queue location “ I
2: mytail e fetch& +(tail,l) mod qsize*qsize/ * qslze assumed cached * /
3: wait for response;

if ((mytail + 1) mod qsize*qsize) = O, then goto 4, else goto 6
I* update tail to prevent overflow * /
4: tail + tail-qsize’qsize, goto 5 /’ atomic read-modify-write * /
5: wait for response, goto 6
6: myloc +- mytail mod qsize

myphase ~ mytail div qsize
6a: fetch c[myloc], goto 7
/“ wait for my turn at queue location * /
7: wait for response; if c[myloc] = 2*myphase goto 8, else goto 6a
8: q[myloc] e data I* queue access, not implemented * /
1“ update counter for next access “ I

c[myloc] ~ c[myloc] + 1 mod qsize /“ Implemented as one instruction * /
9: wait for response, goto 10
10: ql + ql + 1, goto 11 /* atomic read-modify-write * /
11: wait for response, end

Procedure DELETE

1“ wait until queue not empty * I
12: if ql >0 then fetch& +(ql, – 1); goto 13 /“ atomic read-modify-write * /
13: wait for response; If unsuccessful access, goto 12, else goto 14
1“ get queue location * I
14: myhead ~ fetch& + (head, 1) mod qsize’qsize /“ qsize assumed cached * /
15: wait for response;

if ((myhead + 1) mod qsize”qsize) = O, then goto 16, else goto 18
1“ update head to prevent overflow * I
16: head - head-qsize”qsize, goto 17 /“ atomic read-modify-write * /
17: wait for response, goto 18
18: myloc + myhead mod qsize

myphase + myhead div qsize
18a:fetch c[myloc], goto 19
/’ wait for my turn at queue location * /
19: wait for response; if c[myloc] = 2*myphase + 1 goto 20, else goto 18a
20: data + q[myloc] /“ queue access, not implemented * /
I* update counter for next access ‘ I

c[myloc] G c[myloc] + 1 mod qsize /“ implemented as one instruction * /
21: wait for resonse, goto 22
22: qu ~ qu – 1, goto 23 /“ atomic read-modify-write * /
23: wait for response, end

We also implemented an alternative queue insertion algorithm based on

hqueue, described in [29]. Hqueue has infinite length and is implemented as

a circular array of linked lists. The circular array is protected by an array of
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semaphores, lock[ ] (initialized to 1). Head (not used in H _INSERT), tail

(tail pointer of queue), ql (lower bound on number of items in queue’), and q[

](queue slots), and lock[ 1 are shared variables.

Procedure H_lNSERT

O: mytail ~ fetch& +(tail,l); goto 1
1: wait for response; goto 2
/’ simulate the P operation on Iock[mytaill * /
2: If Iock[mytail] = 1 then fetch& +(lock[mytail], – 1) /“ atomic operation * /
3: wait for response; if unsuccessful, goto 2, else goto 4
4: q[myloc] - data /’ queue access, not implemented ‘ /
/% simulate V operation on Iock[mytail] * /

fetch & + (Iock[mytail], 1); goto 5
5: wait for response; goto 6
6: fetch &+(ql,l); goto 7
7: Walt for response; end

In all the queue algorithms (as in the barriers), conditional fetch-and-op

operations (lines O in INSERT, 12 in DELETE, and 2 in H_ INSERT) are

implemented as single instructions, similar to Cedar synchronization primi-

tives (see [27] for details). The Ultracomputer project uses simpler instruc-

tions, and relies on a test-op-retest instruction sequence (for example, see [24]

for details).
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